Quiz Answers
1.c) AOE attacks are simultaneous attacks (Prime, p. 59) and the effects of destroyed models are
applied after resolving damage (Prime, p. 245).
2.a) The Brute is not engaged, so it can channel. An offensive animus cast as a spell by a warlock can
be channelled like a spell (Primal, p. 82).
3.c) The spell’s previous casting immediately expires when the COST of the new casting is paid
(Prime, p. 78).
4.b) Resolve Terror checks at the end of the unit’s normal movement (Prime, p. 84).
5.c) The objectives are friendly models but not stationary targets, they can even activate (SR2012
v1.3, pp. 35 and 41).
6.b) No, Cloud Effects completely obstruct line of sight for models outside the AOE (Prime, p. 69).
7.a) Yes, Kromac’s base is larger than any intervening model’s base between him and Gorman (Prime,
p. 43).
8.a) Yes, the Woldwatcher is on an elevation and thus ignores intervening models with equal or
smaller bases than itself (Prime, p. 43). The Gunner of the Weapon Crew counts as a small base
(Prime, p. 71).
9.a) Yes, although the Skinwalkers block line of sight to the Woldwatcher, the Cavalry charge rule of
cavalry models (Prime, p. 81) states that they ignore intervening models with bases smaller than their
own.
10.a) Yes. Clouds effect do not block line of sight to Battle Engines (Wrath, p. 17).

11.c) Triumph is bonded to Markus Brisbane (Wrath, p. 33).
12.c) Naaresh has lived nearly two hundred years (Domination, p. 54).
13.b) The Ragman is a Llaelese nobleman (Wrath, p. 136).
14.a) Artis is the smallest moon and glows pale green (Domination, p. 48).
15.c) House Vyre built the Arcantrik Force Generator (Wrath, p. 118).
16.b) Farilor is the Bladeguard of the Prophet (Domination, p. 78).
17.c) The Sanctifier is based on the Reckoner chassis.
18.a) The leaders and shamans of Gatormen tribes are called bokors (Domination, p. 95).
19.d) Harkevich’s talent was recognized early during his service in the Winter Guard (Wrath, p. 66).
20.b) Borka Kegslayer learned the secret of commanding dire trolls from the Shaman of the Gnarls
(Domination, p. 28).

